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Abstract

The signalling characteristics of the Zinc-Activated Channel (ZAC), a member of the Cys-loop 

receptor (CLR) superfamily, are presently poorly elucidated. The ZACN polymorphism c.454G>A 

encoding for the Thr128Ala variation in ZAC is found in extremely high allele frequencies across 

ethnicities. In this, the first study of ZAC in Xenopus oocytes by TEVC electrophysiology, 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 exhibited largely comparable pharmacological and signalling 

characteristics, but interestingly the Zn2+- and H+-evoked current amplitudes in ZACAla128-

oocytes were dramatically smaller than those in ZACThr128-oocytes. While the variation thus 

appeared to impact cell surface expression and/or channel properties of ZAC, the similar 

expression properties exhibited by ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 in transfected mammalian cells 

indicated that their distinct functionalities could arise from the latter. In co-expression 

experiments, wild-type and variant ZAC subunits assembled efficiently into “heteromeric” 

complexes in HEK293 cells, while the concomitant presence of ZACAla128 in 

ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes did not exert a dominant negative effect on agonist-evoked current 

amplitudes compared to those in ZACThr128-oocytes. Finally, the structural determinants of the 

functional importance of the 1-hydroxyethyl side-chain of Thr128 appeared to be subtle, as 

agonist-evoked current amplitudes in ZACSer128-, ZACVal128- and ZACIle128-oocytes also were 

substantially lower than those in ZACThr128-oocytes. In conclusion, the functional properties 

exhibited by ZAC in this work substantiate the notion of it being an atypical CLR. While the 

impact of the Thr128Ala variation on ZAC functionality in oocytes is striking, it remains to be 

investigated whether and to which extent this translates into an in vivo setting and thus could 

constitute a source of inter-individual variation in ZAC physiology.
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1. Introduction

The ligand-gated ion channels in the Cys-loop receptor (CLR) superfamily mediate the fast 

signalling of several important neurotransmitters [1]. The CLRs are homo- or heteromeric 

assemblies of five subunits, and the pentameric CLR complex is comprised by an 

extracellular domain (ECD), a transmembrane domain (TMD) and an intracellular domain 

made up by the N-termini, the four membrane-spanning α-helices, and the intracellular 

loops, respectively, of each of these five subunits [2–7]. Signal transduction through the CLR 

is triggered by agonist binding to orthosteric sites located in subunit interfaces of the ECD, 

which induces the opening of the ion channel comprised within the TMD and enables the 

flux of ions through it. The resulting signalling is eventually terminated either by 

deactivation and a return of the receptor to its resting, closed state or by desensitisation of 

the receptor into an agonist-bound, closed state [3,6–8].

The nicotinic acetylcholine, 5-HT3 serotonin, γ-aminobutyric acidA and glycine receptors 

(nAChRs, 5-HT3Rs, GABAARs, and GlyRs, respectively) constitute the four subfamilies of 

classical CLRs in the superfamily [9–12], whereas the fifth mammalian CLR subfamily is 

comprised exclusively by the Zinc-Activated Channel (ZAC) [13–15]. Although the ZAC 

protein exhibits very low sequence homology (< 20% amino acid sequence identity) with the 

other superfamily members, it comprises most of the structural hallmark features of a CLR, 

including the signature Cys-loop motif in the subunit ECD [13]. In support of these 

structural similarities, heterologous expression of ZAC in HEK293 and COS-7 cells has 

been shown to result in the formation of functional cation-selective channels that are gated 

by zinc, copper and protons at potentially physiologically relevant concentration ranges 

(Zn2+ EC50: 180–540 μM; Cu2+ EC50: 4.0 μM; H+ EC50: pH 5.6), while being inhibited by 

extracellular Ca2+ and Mg2+ and by the promiscuous CLR antagonist tubocurarine (TC) 

[13,15]. Interestingly, the signalling properties displayed by ZAC in these patch-clamp 

recordings have differed substantially from those of other CLRs, with the channel exhibiting 

remarkably high levels of spontaneous activity, very low degrees of desensitisation and a 

substantial run-up of current amplitudes over time [13,15].

The nAChRs, 5-HT3Rs, GABAARs, and GlyRs mediate a plethora of physiological 

functions throughout the central nervous system and in the periphery and have been pursued 

as drug targets in a wide range of disorders over the years [9,12,16–22]. In light of the well-

established physiological importance of its family members, ZAC has received surprisingly 

little attention to date. The human ZACN gene at chromosome 17q23 originates from the 

same ancestral gene as the nAChR and 5-HT3R genes, but ZACN orthologs are only found 

in higher species genomes, and the absence of an orthologous gene in the rodent genome has 

severely hampered explorations of the native expression and the physiological roles of ZAC 

[13]. While ZAC expression has been demonstrated at the transcript level in human brain, 
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pancreas, placenta, thyroid, prostate, trachea and stomach tissue [13,14], expression of the 

ZAC protein in vivo has yet to be consistently demonstrated, although immunostaining data 

in a recent patent suggests ZAC protein expression in human thymus and lymph organs [23]. 

Analogously, the indications about putative (patho)physiological roles of ZAC reported to 

date have been scarce and rudimentary [23–25].

Genetic variation across the general population and between different ethnic groups and 

individuals is known to have profound implications for physiology, pathophysiology and 

disease treatment. A plethora of different types of variations have been identified in 

numerous genes in all four subfamilies of classical CLRs, several of which that have been 

linked with different phenotypes or traits, channelopathies/disorders and disease treatment 

efficacy, including strong causal links between nAChR and GABAAR gene polymorphisms 

and various forms of epilepsy and between GlyR gene polymorphisms and hyperekplexia 

[10,21,26–28]. In the case of ZACN, in particular one variation stands out as potentially 

particular interesting in terms of its putative contributions to inter-individual differences in 

ZAC physiology (Fig. 1). The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) c.454G>A in exon 5 

of ZACN (rs2257020, chr17:76080334, GRCh38.p12) encodes for a non-synonymous Thr-

to-Ala variation in position 128 in the mature ZAC protein (position 152 in the precursor 

ZAC protein) (Fig. 1A). Residue 128 is located in the β6′ segment of β-strand β6, a short 

stretch of 6 residues connecting the “loop E” segment of β6 to the Cys-loop (loop β6-β7) in 

the ECD of the ZAC subunit (Fig. 1B). This ZACN variation is found in such remarkably 

high allele frequencies in all ethnicities that heterozygous carriers of c.454A and c.454G 

alleles constitute the most abundant expected genotype in almost all populations studied 

(Fig. 1C and D, NCBI dbSNP, build 154, rs2257020 [29]). While the striking abundance of 

this SNP makes a distinction between major and minor alleles somewhat academic, c.454A 

and c.454G constitute the major and the minor allele in almost all ethnicities with allele 

frequencies in the 0.55–0.65 and 0.35–0.45 ranges, respectively, in most studies (Fig. 1C, 

NCBI dbSNP, build 154, rs2257020). In the present work, we will thus refer to ZACThr128 

and ZACAla128 as the wild-type (WT) and variant ZAC, respectively.

In this, the first study of ZAC expressed in Xenopus oocytes by two-electrode voltage-clamp 

(TEVC) electrophysiology, we delineate the functional properties exhibited by ZACThr128 

and ZACAla128 in detail and investigate the molecular and cellular basis for a striking 

difference in functionality observed between the WT ZAC and its high-frequency variant in 

this expression system.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

ZnCl2 (0.1 M solution buffered at pH 7.4, catalogue number 39059), CuCl2 and all 

chemicals for buffers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and culture 

medium, serum, antibiotics and trypsin for cell culture were obtained from Invitrogen 

(Paisley, UK). TC was purchased from Tocris Cookson (Bristol, UK), and the pUNIV vector 

was obtained from Addgene (Watertown, MA). Defolliculated stage V-VI oocytes harvested 

from female Xenopus laevis frogs were obtained from Lohmann Research Equipment 

(Castrop-Rauxel, Germany) and from an in-house facility. The care and use of Xenopus 
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laevis from the in-house facility was in strict adherence to a protocol (license 

2014-15-0201-00031) approved by the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration, in 

accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals adopted by the U.S. 

National Institutes of Health.

2.2. Molecular biology

The construction of the WT ZAC-pCIneo (ZACThr128-pCIneo) and HA-5-HT3B-pCIneo 

plasmids has been reported previously [15,30]. The ZACThr128 cDNA was subcloned into 

the pUNIV vector using the unique restriction enzymes NheI and EcoRI. The HA-

ZACThr128-pCIneo and myc-ZACThr128-pCIneo constructs were generated by use of the 

overlap extension PCR technique [31] by insertion of the nucleotide sequence for the 

hemagglutinin (HA) epitope (Tyr-Pro-Tyr-Asp-Val-Pro-Asp-Tyr-Ala) or for the myc epitope 

(Glu-Gln-Lys-Leu-Ile-Ser-Glu-Glu-Asp-Leu) between the nucleotide sequences for the 

predicted signal peptide and the mature ZAC protein (…His-Gly-∣-Gln-Gly…) in ZAC-

pCIneo. The mutations in the various ZACAla128, ZACSer128, ZACVal128, ZACIle128 and 

ZACPhe128 plasmids were introduced using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, 

Santa Clara, CA) and oligonucleotides from TAG Copenhagen A/S (Copenhagen, 

Denmark). The codons encoding for Thr128 (ACC) and Ala128 (GCC) in all ZACThr128 and 

ZACAla128 cDNAs were the same as those in the c.454A and c.454G alleles of ZACN, 

respectively (Fig. 1A). The integrity and the absence of unwanted mutations in all cDNAs 

created by PCR were verified by DNA sequencing (Macrogen Europe, Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands).

2.3. Xenopus laevis oocytes and TEVC recordings

All cDNAs used for cRNA synthesis were in the pUNIV vector. The cDNAs were linearised 

and subsequently transcribed and capped using the mMessage mMachine T7 RNA 

transcription kit (Ambion, Waltham, MA). Stocks of 0.05 μg/μL were prepared for almost all 

cRNAs, and volumes of 4.6–36.8 nL were injected into the oocytes. 1.84 ng cRNA was 

injected into oocytes in most of the experiments with ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 and for all 

experiments with ZACSer128, ZACVal128, ZACIle128 and ZACPhe128. For the studies of 

current amplitudes in oocytes with different ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 expression levels, 

ranges of 0.46–1.84 ng ZACThr128 cRNA and 0.92–3.68 ng ZACAla128 cRNA were injected. 

For the ZACThr128/ZACAla128 co-expression studies, ZACThr128:ZACAla128 cRNA ratios of 

1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 (0.46:1.38, 0.92:0.92 and 1.38:0.46 ng, total cRNA: 1.84 ng) were injected 

into the oocytes. For controls in these experiments, the ZACAla128 cRNA was substituted 

with water, and oocytes were injected with the same quantities of ZACThr128 cRNA on its 

own (0.46, 0.92 and 1.38 ng). Oocytes were incubated in a sterile modified Barth’s solution 

[88 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 15 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 2.4 mM NaHCO3, 0.41 mM CaCl2, 

0.82 mM MgSO4, 0.3 mM Ca(NO3)2, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin] at 

16–18 °C, and unless otherwise specified the oocytes were used 2 days after the injection.

On the day of experiment, all compound dilutions were prepared in a saline solution [115 

mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS (pH 7.5), 1.8 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM MgCl2] and pH 

was adjusted to 7.5 (if needed). Thus, with exception of those applying H+ as ZAC agonist, 

all TEVC recordings were performed at pH 7.5. Oocytes were placed in a recording chamber 
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continuously perfused with this saline solution, and the compounds were applied in the 

perfusate. Both voltage and current electrodes were agar-plugged with 3 M KCl with a 

resistance of 0.2–2.0 MΩ. Oocytes were voltage-clamped at − 50 mV (unless otherwise 

stated) by a Gene Clamp 500B amplifier and current signals were digitised by a Digidata 

1322A (both from Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Currents were recorded using 

pCLAMP 10 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The recordings were performed at room 

temperature.

In all recordings, compounds or compound combinations were applied in the bath until the 

peak current decayed to a steady state (up to 30 s). To be able to determine a complete 

agonist concentration-response relationship on an oocyte, the maximal current evoked by 

each agonist concentration within a 30 s-application period was extracted as the data. While 

this admittedly represents an approximation, we argue that the true pharmacological 

properties of ZAC ligands are well reflected by this data analysis. At the beginning or end 

(whenever appropriate) of all recordings determining concentration-response relationships at 

ZAC, two consecutive applications of an agonist concentration giving rise to a maximal 

agonist-induced current (Imax) were applied on the oocyte, and it was verified that these 

consecutive applications elicited responses of comparable current amplitudes (±20%). The 

antagonist properties of TC at ZAC were determined by pre-application of TC to the 

perfusate 30 s followed by co-application of TC and the agonist. In all recordings, washes of 

1–5 min were executed between the ligand applications, the length of the washes depending 

on the receptor kinetics and the “stickiness” of the compounds and on the compound 

concentrations used. In the studies comparing the current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ and H+ 

in oocytes expressing ZACAla128 or other ZAC mutants or in uninjected oocytes with the 

currents evoked in oocytes expressing WT ZAC (ZACThr128), the data were obtained from 

same batches of oocytes at the same day of experiments and using the same incubation times 

and the same cRNA amounts (unless otherwise stated).

The current-voltage (I-V) relationships exhibited by 1 mM Zn2+ and by 100 μM TC at WT 

ZAC in oocytes was studied by recordings of the current responses induced by the 

application of the respective drugs, applied for 30 s before actual recordings were initiated, 

at −60 to + 60 mV with a Δ20 mV voltage jump between each recording. Recordings were 

subsequently subtracted to baseline recordings (by perfusing with buffer) at same voltages.

2.4. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

The total and cell surface expression levels of HA-tagged ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 

subunits transiently expressed in tsA201 cells were quantified using an ELISA. The tsA201 

cells (a transformed HEK293 cell line [32]) were cultured in GlutaMAX-I Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 

U/ml) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml) in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37 °C. 

Exponentially growing tsA201 cells were split out into 6 cm tissue culture dishes (1 × 106 

cells/dish) and transfected 22–24 h later using PolyFect (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All 6 cm dishes were transfected with a total of 4 

μg cDNA, where “empty” pCIneo vector was used to fill up the cDNA amount to this 

quantity in all transfections: pCIneo (4 μg, control), HA-ZACThr128-pCIneo (4.0 μg, control 
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used for normalisation), HA-ZACThr128-pCIneo (0.0625, 0.25, 1.0 or 4.0 μg), HA-

ZACAla128-pCIneo (0.0625, 0.25, 1.0 or 4.0 μg), HA-ZACThr128-pCIneo/ZACAla128-pCIneo 

(1.0/1.0 μg), HA-ZACAla128-pCIneo/ZACThr128-pCIneo (1.0/1.0 μg), HA-ZACThr128-

pCIneo/ρ1-pCIneo (1.0/1.0 μg), HA-ZACAla128-pCIneo/ρ1-pCIne-pCIneo (1.0/1.0 μg), 

HA-5-HT3B-pCIneo (2.0 μg) or HA-5-HT3B-pCIneo/5-HT3A-pCIneo (2.0/2.0 μg).

16–18 h after the transfection, the cells were plated into PDL-coated 48-well plates (1 × 105 

cells/well). The ELISA experiment was initiated 24–25 h after the plating of the cells, and it 

was performed essentially as previously described [30,33]. The cells were washed two times 

with ice-cold wash buffer (phosphate-buffered saline supplemented with 1 mM CaCl2) and 

incubated in an ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 12 min on ice, after which the 

following steps were performed at room temperature. The cells were washed four times with 

wash buffer, incubated for 30 min in blocking solution (3% dry milk in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 

mM CaCl2, pH 7.5), and incubated with rat monoclonal anti-HA-peroxidase conjugated 

antibody (clone 3F10, Sigma-Aldrich, diluted 1:1000 in blocking solution) for 1 h. Cells 

were then washed four times with washing buffer, and expression of the HA-tagged proteins 

was quantified using 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine liquid substrate system (Sigma Aldrich) 

and H2SO4. The absorbance of the supernatants was determined at 450 nm. Total expression 

levels of the HA-tagged proteins in the cells were determined by adding 0.1% Triton X-100 

in the blocking solution used during the blocking and antibody incubation steps. All 

experiments were performed in triplicate, and data are based on a total of three independent 

experiments.

2.5. Co-immunoprecipitation assay

HEK293 cells were transfected with myc-ZACThr128, myc-ZACThr128/HA-ZACThr128 (1:1 

ratio), myc-ZACThr128/HA-ZACAla128 (1:1 ratio) or myc-ZACAla128/HA-ZACAla128 (1:1 

ratio) cDNAs by electroporation using a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser Xcell system (10 μg of each 

cDNA in 1 × 106 cells per condition). After 48 h, the cells were lysed in Triton lysis buffer 

(150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 0.5% Triton X-100, pH 7.5), and a Bradford assay was carried 

out to determine protein concentration. 250 μg of protein adjusted to equal volumes for each 

sample was loaded onto 50 μL of myc-Dynabeads (ThermoFisher) pre-washed with PBS-

Tween (0.05%) and incubated at 4 °C on a daisywheel overnight. Unbound (flow through) 

material was saved and the beads washed with PBS-Tween. Bound material was eluted from 

the beads by incubating in 2x sample buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) at 55 °C. Immunoblots were 

carried out as previously described [34]. Briefly, samples were boiled for 5 min at 95 °C and 

20 μg of protein loaded onto polyacrylamide gels for sodium dodecyl sulphate–poly 

acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Proteins were then transferred onto 

nitrocellulose membranes, blocked in milk for 1 h, and probed with primary antibodies 

overnight; β-actin (Sigma-Aldrich, catalogue number A1978), myc (Santa-Cruz, catalogue 

number SC-40) and HA (Cell Signalling, catalogue number 2367). The membranes were 

washed in TBS-T (137 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 0.1% Tween, pH 7.6) and probed with 

appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies and developed with 

enhanced chemiluminescent substrate in a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc Imager.
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2.6. Data and statistical analysis

Data analysis and statistical analysis of the data from the TEVC recordings were performed 

using Clampfit software version 10.5 (Molecular Devices, Crawley, UK) and GraphPad 

Prism version 7.0c (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Unless otherwise stated, the inward 

currents induced by ZAC agonists and the apparent outward currents induced by TC (which 

arise from a suppression of spontaneous ZAC activity) at ZAC-expressing oocytes were 

normalised to the maximal response elicited by a specific agonist (agonist Imax) on each 

oocyte. For the determination of the concentration-inhibition relationship of TC at ZAC, the 

current responses induced by 1 mM Zn2+ in the presence of various TC concentrations were 

normalised to that induced by Zn2+ on its own (I1mM Zn2+). For the determination of the 

concentration-response relationships of Zn2+ in the presence of various TC concentrations, 

the current responses were normalised to the response evoked by 10 mM Zn2+ on each 

oocyte (I10mM Zn2+). Concentration-response and concentration-inhibition curves were fitted 

in GraphPad Prism by nonlinear regression using the equation for sigmoidal dose-response 

with variable slope. I-V relationships were analysed by fitting the curves with a third order 

polynomium. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M. value of recordings performed 

on at least five oocytes in total from at least two different batches. For the data where 

statistical analysis was performed, a one-way ANOVA was used. The null hypothesis was 

rejected at P < 0.05, and the differences between the means were analysed by Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons test.

For the ELISA data, the average absorbance in the wells with tsA201 cells transfected with 

pCIneo (4.0 μg, control) were subtracted from the absorbance measured in all other wells, 

which subsequently were normalised to the cell surface expression measured in the wells 

with cells transfected with HA-ZACThr128-pCIneo (4.0 μg, control).

2.7. Construction of a homology model of ZAC

A ZAC homology model was generated based on published high-resolution structures of 

other CLRs as templates by use of the Phyre2 software [35]. The pentameric ZAC model 

was created based on an alignment of the amino acid sequences of ZAC and the murine 5-

HT3A subunit in the Chimera software [36]. The homology model was not refined further, 

and it is exclusively used for illustration purposes.

3. Results

3.1. Implementation of functional studies of ZAC expressed in Xenopus oocytes by TEVC 
recordings

While previous patch-clamp recordings of ZAC signalling in HEK293 or COS-7 cells have 

provided insight into the biophysical, ion permeability and conductance properties of the 

channel, functional expression of ZAC in mammalian cells and data generation in this set-up 

was also found not to be trivial and to be quite laborious [13,15]. In order to enable the 

studies of ZAC presented here, we thus applied the Xenopus oocyte expression system and 

TEVC recordings, a robust functional assay for studies of recombinant ion channels and 

other electrogenic proteins [37,38].
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To assess the suitability of Xenopus oocytes as expression system for ZAC and to investigate 

for non-specific responses produced by applications of the ZAC agonists on these cells, we 

initially compared the current responses evoked by Zn2+, Cu2+ and H+ in oocytes injected 

with WT ZAC (ZACThr128) cRNA and in uninjected oocytes (Fig. 2). Both Zn2+ and H+ 

elicited robust inward current responses in ZAC-expressing oocytes in a concentration-

dependent manner (Fig. 2A and B), with current amplitudes evoked by protons consistently 

being significantly higher than those induced by Zn2+ in all batches of oocytes tested 

throughout the study. Application of higher Zn2+ and H+ concentrations than 10 mM and pH 

3.5, respectively, resulted in non-specific currents and oocyte instability (data not shown). In 

comparison to the currents recorded from ZAC-oocytes, Zn2+ (0.01–10 mM) did not evoke 

significant responses in uninjected oocytes, and the proton-evoked currents (pH 6.5–3.5) in 

these oocytes were minute, with pH 3.5 evoking current amplitudes in the 30–52 nA range, 

respectively (Fig. 2A and B). Importantly, the negligible H+-evoked currents in uninjected 

oocytes were not significantly reduced by the presence of ZAC antagonist TC (100 μM), in 

contrast to the robust TC-mediated inhibition of proton-induced responses in ZAC-

expressing oocytes (Fig. 2B). Thus, the minute proton-evoked currents in uninjected oocytes 

clearly arose from a different origin than the vastly higher amplitudes recorded from ZAC-

expressing oocytes and could be pharmacologically distinguished from these.

Applications of Cu2+ (10–1000 μM) at ZAC-expressing oocytes also elicited currents of 

substantial amplitudes, whereas the metal ion did not induce significant responses in 

uninjected oocytes (Fig. 2C). However, the Cu2+-evoked response through ZAC were 

characterised by a substantial tail current and a much slower return to baseline following 

termination of Cu2+ application than observed for the Zn2+- and H+-induced currents (Fig. 

2C). Moreover, repeated applications of Cu2+, in particular at 100–1000 μM concentrations, 

resulted in oocyte instability and eventually failure to maintain the clamp (data not shown). 

Because of this, it was not possible to determine a complete concentration-response 

relationship for Cu2+ at ZAC at one oocyte, and thus we decided only to use Zn2+ and H+ as 

ZAC agonists in the rest of this study.

We next investigated the functional expression of ZAC in the oocytes over time following 

injection of 1.84 ng cRNA. As exemplified for Zn2+ (10 mM) in Fig. 2D, only small agonist-

induced currents could be measured in the oocytes the day after cRNA injection, whereas 

robust ZAC-mediated currents were recorded consistently in the oocytes from Day 2 to Day 

6 after injection. However, the visual appearance and overall wellbeing of the oocytes as 

well as the profiles and reproducibility of the current responses recorded from the ZAC-

expressing oocytes changed substantially over these 5 days. In recordings on Day 2 after the 

cRNA injection, we consistently observed Zn2+- and H+-evoked current profiles as 

exemplified in Fig. 2A and B, with very little variation between the current amplitudes 

induced by repeated applications of the same agonist concentration over the duration of a 

10–15 min recording period (data not shown). Thus, we did not observe a run-up of agonist-

induced current amplitudes in ZAC-expressing oocytes as observed in previous patch-clamp 

recordings from ZAC-expressing mammalian cells, but it should be stressed that the 

recordings in these patch-clamp studies were performed for up to 1 h [13,15]. In contrast to 

the consistency of the recorded data from ZAC-oocytes on Day 2, from Day 3 and forward, 

the health of the ZAC-expressing oocytes appeared to deteriorate, which also impacted the 
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quality of the currents recorded from them noticeably. The fraction of “soft” and leaky 

oocytes increased substantially over Days 3–6, and in the recordings from ZAC-oocytes 

during these 4 days we consistently observed more negative baseline currents, highly leaked 

currents, failure of the agonist-evoked currents to return to baseline even after several min of 

washing with buffer, and failure to maintain the clamped potential at − 50 mV over the 

course of an experiment. Collectively, these characteristics meant that it was not possible to 

determine a complete and reliable agonist concentration-response relationship in recordings 

on a single oocyte on Days 3–6, and consequently all TEVC recordings in this work were 

performed on oocytes 2 days after cRNA injection.

3.2. Functional properties displayed by WT ZAC in Xenopus oocytes

Initially, the functional properties of WT ZAC (ZACThr128) were characterised in detail and 

compared to those displayed by the receptor in previous patch-clamp recordings [13,15].

3.2.1. Agonist pharmacology—Zn2+ induced current responses in a concentration-

dependent manner in ZACThr128-expressing oocytes, exhibiting an average EC50 value of 1.0 

mM (pEC50 ± S.E.M.: 2.98 ± 0.07, n = 6) and an average Hill coefficient of 2.2 ± 0.1 (mean 

± S.E.M, n = 6) (Fig. 3A). Thus, the agonist potency displayed by Zn2+ in these recordings 

was 2- and 5-fold lower than those determined for the metal ion in patch-clamp recordings 

from ZAC-expressing HEK293 and COS-7 cells, respectively, whereas the Hill coefficient 

of its concentration-response relationship was essentially the same as in these previous 

studies [13,15].

In contrast to the consistency of the functional properties displayed by Zn2+ as ZAC agonist, 

H+ exhibited two very distinct profiles at ZAC-expressing oocytes. In the majority of 

oocytes (~75%), application of H+ concentrations yielding pH values ranging from 6.0 to 3.5 

produced significant currents in a concentration-dependent manner and a concentration-

response relationship that had not plateaued at pH 3.5 (Fig. 3B). In contrast, H+ was a much 

more potent agonist at other ZAC-oocytes (~25%), exhibiting a complete concentration-

response relationship characterised by an EC50 of 1.0 μM (pEC50/pH50 S.E.M.: 5.99 ± 0.02, 

n = 7) and a Hill coefficient of 1.96 ± 0.26 (mean ± S.E.M., n = 7) (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, 

the potency exhibited by H+ at these oocytes was in concordance with that observed in 

patch-clamp studies of ZAC in COS-7 cells (pH 5.6) [15]. The “low-potency” and “high-

potency” H+ profiles were found to be exclusively attributable to batch-to-batch variation in 

the oocytes, as very low oocyte-to-oocyte variability within each batch were observed, where 

the H+ concentration-response relationships were very similar and all could be classified as 

either “low-potency” or “high-potency” (depending on the oocyte batch). No clear 

correlation seemed to exist between the level of ZAC expression (assessed by the recorded 

current amplitudes) or the levels of spontaneous activity exhibited by ZAC (assessed by TC 

(100 μM)-evoked current amplitudes) in the oocytes and the observed H+ profiles. 

Importantly, TC inhibited the proton-evoked responses in oocytes exhibiting both H+ 

profiles with comparable IC50 values, demonstrating that both the “low-potency” and “high-

potency” responses were mediated through ZAC (Fig. 2B and data not shown). Notably, 

Zn2+ exhibited comparable EC50 values at oocytes exhibiting both “low-potency” or “high-

potency” H+ profiles.
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3.2.2. Channel properties—As outlined in Section 1, the channel characteristics 

exhibited by ZAC expressed in mammalian cells differ substantially from those of other 

CLRs [13,15]. Although TEVC recordings from oocytes do not allow for extraction of 

reliable information about kinetic properties of channels, the current responses evoked by 

Zn2+ and H+ in ZAC-expressing oocytes nevertheless seemed to reflect the previously 

reported kinetic properties of the receptor [13,15]. The rise phase of the agonist-induced 

ZAC current was very slow, and only at saturating Zn2+ concentrations currents reached well 

defined peaks within the application period of 30 s (Fig. 3A and B). In fact, the currents 

evoked by sustained application of sub-saturating concentrations of Zn2+ or H+ did not reach 

completely established peaks within the time periods investigated (up to 4 min for Zn2+ and 

up to 90 s for H+) (Fig. 3C). While this observation in part could be due to slow activation 

kinetics, it is mostly rooted in the very slow desensitisation of ZAC also observed in the 

patch-clamp studies [13,15], with current decay during agonist application only being 

observed at the highest agonist concentrations (Fig. 3A–C). In contrast, the rapid decay of 

the current responses observed upon termination of agonist application indicated that 

deactivation kinetics of ZAC are fast (Fig. 3A and B), which aligns well with the fast decay 

kinetics exhibited by Zn2+ and in particular H+ in patch-clamp recordings from ZAC-

expressing COS-7 cells [15].

We also investigated the I-V relationship exhibited by ZAC by recording the currents evoked 

by 1 mM Zn2+ (~EC50) at holding potentials ranging from − 60 mV to + 60 mV (Fig. 3D). 

The amplitudes of the Zn2+-induced currents were considerably higher at positive than at 

corresponding negative potentials and were thus characterised by outward rectification, and 

the reversal potential determined for Zn2+ was − 8.8 mV. Thus, the I-V relationship and the 

reversal potential displayed by the metal ion at ZAC in oocytes were in excellent agreement 

with those determined in patch-clamp recordings from ZAC-expressing HEK293 cells [13].

3.2.3. Antagonist pharmacology of TC and spontaneous ZAC activity—The 

TC-mediated ZAC antagonism observed in a previous patch-clamp study [13] was next 

verified at ZAC-expressing oocytes (Fig. 4). TC mediated concentration-dependent 

inhibition of Zn2+ (1 mM)-evoked currents in the oocytes exhibiting an IC50 value of 3.2 μM 

(pIC50 ± S.E.M.: 5.49 ± 0.04, n = 8), a 2-fold lower value than its IC50 at ZAC in the patch-

clamp recordings (Fig. 4A) [13]. The mechanism underlying the TC-mediated ZAC 

inhibition was investigated by determination of the concentration-response relationships for 

Zn2+ at the receptor in the absence and presence of various TC concentrations (Fig. 4B). The 

maximal current response evoked by Zn2+ in ZAC-expressing oocytes was progressively 

reduced with increasing TC concentrations. Since the Zn2+ concentration-response 

relationships obtained in the presence of TC were not completely saturated in the Zn2+ 

concentration ranges tested, EC50 values could not be reliably extracted from them. 

However, visual inspection of the concentration-response curves suggests that the potency of 

Zn2+ is somewhat reduced by the presence of TC. Nevertheless, the TC-mediated 

antagonism of ZAC appeared to be largely non-competitive in its nature (Fig. 4).

ZAC has previously been shown to exhibit substantial levels of spontaneous activity in 

mammalian cells through the use of its antagonists TC and Ca2+ [13,15]. Analogously, TC 

inhibited the spontaneous activity of ZAC in oocytes in a concentration-dependent manner 
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exhibiting an IC50 value of 3.3 μM (pIC50 ± S.E.M.: 5.48 ± 0.03, n = 5, Fig. 4C), which was 

very similar to its potency as an antagonist of Zn2+-mediated ZAC signalling (Fig. 4A). The 

size of the spontaneous ZAC activity varied somewhat between oocytes, with the current 

amplitude evoked by TC (100 μM) constituting between 1% and 10% of that evoked by 

Zn2+ (10 mM) (Fig. 4C). The I-V relationship of the TC-mediated block of spontaneous 

ZAC activity was characterised in recordings using 100 μM TC and holding potentials 

between − 60 mV and + 60 mV (Fig. 4D). The apparent currents arising from the TC-

mediated block of the spontaneous ZAC activity were characterised by considerably higher 

amplitudes at positive than at corresponding negative potentials, indicating that the 

spontaneous currents were outwardly rectifying. Both the I-V relationship and the reversal 

potential (− 6.3 mV) determined for TC were in excellent agreement with those determined 

in patch-clamp recordings from ZAC-expressing HEK293 cells [13].

3.3. Functional properties displayed by the ZACAla128 variant in Xenopus oocytes

As outlined in Section 1, the c.454G>A SNP in the open reading frame of ZACN 
(rs2257020) is found in remarkably high allele frequencies in the general population (Fig. 

1A and B). In light of the putative importance of this SNP for ZAC physiology, we decided 

to investigate the impact of the resulting non-synonymous Thr128Ala variation on the 

functionality of recombinant ZAC expressed in oocytes.

Introduction of the Thr128Ala substitution in ZAC was observed to have dramatic 

implications for the size of the agonist-induced response through the receptor. In oocytes 

from the same batches injected with the same quantities (1.84 ng) of ZACThr128 or 

ZACAla128 cRNA and incubated under the same conditions and time periods until the 

recordings, the current amplitudes evoked by both Zn2+ (1 mM) and H+ (pH 4.0) through 

ZACAla128-oocytes were dramatically smaller than those produced by the two agonists in 

ZACThr128-oocytes (Fig. 5A and B). Albeit small, the amplitudes of Zn2+- and H+-evoked 

currents in ZACAla128-oocytes were significantly higher than those in uninjected oocytes 

(Fig. 5A and B, left). In support of these currents in ZACAla128-oocytes being mediated 

through cell surface-expressed receptors, TC (100 μM) was found to inhibit the Zn2+ (10 

mM)-induced responses in these oocytes significantly (Fig. 5B, right).

The markedly lower current amplitudes recorded from ZACAla128 compared to ZACThr128 in 

oocytes on Day 2 after cRNA injection could potentially be rooted in a longer time course 

for functional expression of the variant than for the WT receptor. To investigate this 

possibility, we characterised the functional expression of ZACAla128 in oocytes in the six 

days following injection of 1.84 ng cRNA (Fig. 5C), recordings performed in parallel to the 

analogous recordings for ZACThr128 (Fig. 2D). Qualitatively very similar to the expression-

over-time profile exhibited by the WT ZAC in these experiments, only low levels of 

functional expression of ZACAla128 could be detected in the oocytes on Day 1 after the 

cRNA injection, whereas significantly higher Zn2+ (10 mM)-evoked current amplitudes 

were observed starting from Day 2 and the following four days (Fig. 5C, left). Importantly, 

the largely comparable amplitudes recorded from ZACAla128-oocytes over these 5 days were 

consistently lower than those recorded from ZACThr128-oocytes on the same day, with ratios 

between the averaged ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 I10mM Zn2+ values on Days 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
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being 23, 15, 20, 16 and 16, respectively (Fig. 5C, right). In light of this, the observed 

distinct WT and variant ZAC functionalities in the oocytes did not seem to arise from time-

differential patterns of expression of the two receptors. For the subsequent comparisons of 

WT and variant ZAC signalling in the oocytes in this work, we performed all TEVC 

recordings on both ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes 2 days after cRNA injection.

The differences in agonist-induced current amplitudes in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes 

were next elucidated further by a systematic investigation of the correlation between the 

quantities of cRNAs for the two subunits injected into the oocytes and the current amplitudes 

recorded from them. In these experiments, oocytes injected with different ranges of 

ZACThr128 (0.46–1.84 ng) or ZACAla128 (0.92–3.68 ng) cRNAs were incubated under the 

same conditions for 46–50 h before being assayed in parallel in TEVC recordings using a 

saturating concentration of Zn2+ (10 mM). For ZACThr128-oocytes, a pronounced correlation 

was observed between the cRNA amount injected and the resulting recorded current 

amplitudes (Fig. 5D, left). Zn2+-evoked current amplitudes in ZACAla128-oocytes also 

increased somewhat with the quantity of ZACAla128 cRNA injected, but current amplitudes 

evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) in ZACThr128-oocytes were consistently bigger than those in 

ZACA128-oocytes. For example, injections of 0.92 ng and 1.84 ng cRNA gave rise to 18- and 

40-fold higher amplitudes in ZACThr128- than in ZACAla128-oocytes, respectively, and the 

current amplitudes in oocytes injected with 0.46 ng ZACThr128 cRNA were 4.5-fold higher 

than those in oocytes injected with a 8-fold higher quantity (3.68 ng) of ZACAla128 cRNA 

(Fig. 5D, left). We further probed the importance of injected cRNA quantity for the 

functionality of the variant receptor in recordings of I10mM Zn2+ values from oocytes injected 

with 42.2 ng ZACAla128 cRNA (Fig. 5D, right). Although injection of a 23-fold higher 

quantity of the ZAC variant cRNA resulted iñ2-fold higher current amplitudes in the oocytes 

(42.2 ng ZACAla128 cRNA: I10mM Zn2+ ± S.E.M.: 0.24 ± 0.02 μA, n = 10 versus 1.84 ng 

ZACAla128 cRNA: I10mM Zn2+ ± S.E.M.: 0.10 ± 0.01 μA, n = 17), notably the current 

amplitudes in these “high-expressing” ZACAla128-ocytes were ~10-fold lower than those in 

oocytes injected with a 23-fold lower quantity of ZACThr128 cRNA (1.84 ng ZACThr128 

cRNA: I10mM Zn2+ ± S.E.M.: 2.37 ± 0.25 μA, n = 18) (Fig. 5D, right). Thus, the pronounced 

differences between the agonist-evoked current amplitudes through ZACThr128 and 

ZACAla128 in the oocytes were observed consistently over wide ranges of cRNA quantities 

injected into the oocytes and between oocytes injected with substantially higher quantities of 

cRNA encoding for the variant than for the WT receptor.

In contrast to the different agonist-evoked current amplitudes in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-

oocytes, the pharmacological properties displayed by the two agonists at ZACAla128 as well 

as the profiles of currents evoked through the variant receptor were largely comparable to 

those observed for ZACThr128 (Figs. 3 and 6). Zn2+ elicited current responses in a 

concentration-dependent manner in ZACAla128-oocytes, exhibiting an averaged EC50 value 

of 620 μM (pEC50 ± S.E.M.: 3.21 ± 0.11, n = 7) and an averaged Hill slope of 1.27 ± 0.13 (n 

= 7) (Fig. 6A). Analogously to the “low-potency” H+ concentration-response relationship 

observed at ZACThr128-expressing oocytes (Fig. 3B), the H+ concentration-response 

relationship at ZACAla128-oocytes was not completed within the pH range tested (Fig. 6B). 

It should be noted that the apparent difference in the H+ concentration-response relationships 

in Fig. 6B is a reflection of the currents having been normalised to the very different IpH 4.0 
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values recorded from ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-expressing oocytes, since H+ applied in the 

pH 6.0–3.5 range evoked significant current amplitudes through both receptors. Similar to 

the profiles of agonist-induced current responses in ZACThr128-oocytes (Fig. 3A–C), Zn2+- 

and H+-evoked currents through ZACAla128 were also characterised by a slow activation 

phase, very low degrees of desensitisation, and a rapid return to baseline upon termination of 

agonist exposure (Fig. 6A and B). However, in contrast to the significant TC-mediated 

suppression of the spontaneous activity in ZACThr128-oocytes (Fig. 4C), application of TC 

(up to 100 μM) on its own at ZACAla128-expressing oocytes did not produce significant 

apparent outward currents (data not shown). The possible reasons for this absence of 

measurable spontaneous activity in the ZACAla128-oocytes will be addressed further in 

Section 4.

3.4. Functional properties displayed by the receptors formed in Xenopus oocytes co-
expressing ZACThr128 and ZACAla128

The high allele frequency of the c.454G>A SNP in ZACN means that the fraction of 

heterozygote individuals that carry both c.454A and c.454G alleles (and thus express both 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128) will exceed the fractions of both homozygous c.454A and 

homozygous c.454G carriers in almost all ethnic groups (Fig. 1D). In this light, the 

consequences of cells expressing both subunits for ZAC function are obviously important to 

consider.

In an admittedly coarse attempt to simulate the composition of the native ZAC population in 

heterozygous individuals carrying both c.454A and c.454G alleles and to investigate the 

functionality of the receptors formed in cells co-expressing ZACThr128 and ZACAla128, we 

characterised the current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) and H+ (pH 4.0) in oocytes 

injected with ZACThr128:ZACAla128 cRNA ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 (total cRNA amount 

injected: 1.84 ng) and compared them to the current amplitudes recorded in oocytes injected 

with the corresponding quantities of ZACThr128 cRNA on its own (Fig. 7). Under the 

assumption that ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 subunits are able to co-assemble into pentameric 

complexes, co-injection of their cRNAs in oocytes will produce a heterogenous mixture of 

homomeric ZACThr128, homomeric ZACAla128 and several “heteromeric” ZACThr128/

ZACAla128 assemblies with distinct subunit stoichiometries and arrangements (Fig. 7A). The 

relative distribution and fraction of each of these complexes within the ZAC population 

expressed at the cell surface of the oocyte will be determined by the injected 

ZACThr128:ZACAla128 cRNA ratio and the resulting total expression levels of the two 

proteins in the oocyte as well as by the respective properties of the two subunits in terms of 

protein folding, post-translational modifications, intracellular trafficking and their ability to 

be incorporated into pentameric complexes in the plasma membrane.

As previously observed (Fig. 5C), a pronounced correlation existed between ZACThr128 

cRNA quantities injected into oocytes and current amplitudes recorded from them, and this 

correlation was not significantly altered by the co-injection of ZACAla128 cRNA with 

ZACThr128 cRNA into the oocytes (Fig. 7B and C). Thus, the rank order of current 

amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ and H+ in ZACThr128:ZACAla128-injected oocytes were “3:1′
′>”1:1′′>”1:3′′ (Fig. 7B and C). For all three ratios investigated, no significant differences 
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were detected between the current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ or H+ in 

ZACThr128:ZACAla128-injected oocytes and those evoked by the respective agonists in the 

corresponding control ZACThr128-oocytes (Fig. 7B and C). Thus, the concomitant co-

expression of ZACAla128 in the ZACThr128:ZACAla128-ocytes did not seem to exert a 

dominant negative effect on the agonist-induced current amplitudes recorded from these 

oocytes compared to the oocytes expressing ZACThr128 on its own.

3.5. Expression properties of ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 in mammalian cell lines

The different agonist-induced current amplitudes through ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 could 

be rooted in different expression levels of the receptors at the oocyte surface. To address this, 

we initially attempted to quantify total and surface expression levels of Flag-tagged 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 subunits in the oocytes using a biotinylation/western blotting 

assay essentially as previously described [39]. Since Zn2+ (10 mM) and H+ (pH 4.0) evoked 

dramatically bigger current amplitudes in Flag--ZACThr128-oocytes than in Flag-ZACAla128-

oocytes, and the concentration-response relationships displayed Zn2+ at the two receptors 

were also similar to those at their untagged counterparts, the insertion of the Flag epitope 

appeared to be functionally silent (data not shown). However, the biotinylation/western 

blotting experiments were inconclusive and did not shed any light on the expression 

properties of the WT and variant ZAC, as no significant expression of either Flag--

ZACThr128 or Flag-ZACAla128 was detected in the biotinylated sample (cell surface-

expression) or in the cell lysate (total expression) (data not shown). Because of this, we 

decided to investigate the expression properties of the two receptors in another expression 

system and quantified total and cell surface expression levels of HA-tagged ZACThr128 and 

ZACAla128 subunits transiently expressed in tsA201 cells in an enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

In the HA-ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 subunits, the HA epitope was introduced 

immediately before the first residue in the mature ZAC protein, since epitope-tagging of 

ZAC and other CLR subunits in this position have been reported to be functionally silent 

[15,33,40–42]. Analogously to the different agonist-evoked current amplitudes in oocytes 

expressing the two untagged ZAC subunits, Zn2+- and H+-evoked current amplitudes in HA-

ZACThr128-expressing oocytes were dramatically bigger than those in HA-ZACAla128-

oocytes, and the Zn2+ concentration-response relationships determined at HA-ZACThr128 

and HA-ZACAla128 were similar to those at ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 (Fig. 8A).

In the ELISA, the total and cell surface expression levels of the HA-tagged proteins were 

determined in permeabilized (Triton-X-treated) and non-permeabilized cells, respectively. 

To ensure validity of the cell surface expression data obtained in the experiments, control 

experiments using the heteromeric 5-HT3AB receptor were performed in parallel. In 

concordance with the well-established intracellular retention of 5-HT3B in the absence of 5-

HT3A [43,44], expression of HA-5-HT3B on its own in tsA201 cells did not result in 

significant cell surface expression of the subunit, whereas non-permeabilized cells co-

expressing HA-5-HT3B and 5-HT3A exhibited a robust signal in the ELISA (Fig. 8B).

The total and cell surface expression levels of HA-ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 in tsA201 

cells transfected with four different cDNA quantities (4.0, 1.0, 0.25 and 0.0625 μg HA-
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ZACThr128 or HA-ZACAla128 cDNA per 6-cm dish) were investigated in the ELISA (Fig. 

8B). Significant levels of total and cell surface expression were detected for both HA-

ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 in cells transfected with the three highest cDNA quantities, 

whereas the expression levels of both subunits in cells transfected with 0.0625 μg cDNA per 

6-cm dish were bordering on not being significant (Fig. 8B). Both total and cell surface 

expression levels of HA-ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 in cells transfected with the same 

cDNA quantities of the two subunits were very similar, and the correlations between 

transfected cDNA quantities and both total and cell surface expression levels thus were very 

similar for HA-ZACThr128- and HA-ZACAla128-transfected cells (Fig. 8B). The putative 

impact of concomitant presence of the WT and variant subunit on the expression properties 

of both in the tsA201 cells was investigated by co-transfecting the HA-tagged version of 

ZACThr128 or ZACAla128 with either the untagged “other” ZAC subunit or with the ρ1 

GABAAR subunit (control) (1.0:1.0 μg cDNA per 6-cm dish). The total and surface 

expression levels of HA-ZACThr128 in HA-ZACThr128:ZACAla128- and HA-ZACThr128:ρ1-

transfected tsA201 cells were similar, as were the total and surface expression levels of HA-

ZACAla128 in HA-ZACAla128:ZACThr128- and HA-ZACAla128:ρ1-transfected cells (Fig. 8B). 

In conclusion, the overall expression properties of ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 in tsA201 cells 

were very similar, and when co-expressed in the cells ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 did not 

appear to impact the expression properties of each other.

Another important issue to consider with regard to the expression properties of ZACThr128 

and ZACAla128 is whether and to which extent the WT and variant subunits are able to co-

assemble into “heteromeric” ZACThr128/ZACAla128 complexes (Fig. 7A). To elucidate this, 

we performed a co-immunoprecipitation experiment with HA- and myc-tagged versions of 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 expressed in various combinations in HEK293 cells (Fig. 8C). 

Immunoprecipitation recovered consistent and comparable amounts of recombinant myc-

ZACThr128 or myc-ZACAla128, allowing for accurate comparison of the amount of HA-

ZACThr128 or HA-ZACAla128 that co-immunoprecipitated. HA-ZACThr128 and HA-

ZACAla128 co-immunoprecipitated equally with myc-ZACThr128, and HA-ZACAla128 also 

readily co-immunoprecipitated with myc-ZACAla128 (Fig. 8C). Taken together, these data 

demonstrate that both ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 readily form homomeric assemblies and 

that the WT and variant subunits also assemble efficiently into “heteromeric” 

ZACThr128/ZACAla128 complexes in HEK293 cells, and we consider this a very strong 

indication that the WT and variant subunits also are able to co-assemble in Xenopus oocytes. 

These results were not particular surprising, as it seems unlikely that the Thr128Ala 

difference in this region of the ZAC subunit would interfere significantly with its assembly 

into pentameric complexes (Fig. 1B).

3.6. Molecular basis for the importance of residue 128 for ZAC functionality

The different current amplitudes recorded from ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes 

pinpoints the side-chain of this residue as a key structural determinant for ZAC functionality. 

To probe the molecular basis for this importance further, we introduced four other amino 

acids in this position of ZAC and characterised the functional properties exhibited by these 

ZAC mutants expressed in oocytes by TEVC recordings. In addition to the ZACPhe128 

mutant comprising an aromatic residue with very different physico-chemical properties than 
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both Thr and Ala in this position, ZACSer128, ZACVal128 and ZACIle128 were also included 

in these studies, as they comprise the three most closely structurally related canonical amino 

acids to Thr and Ala with side chains that could be argued to bridge the gap between the 1-

hydroxyethyl group of Thr and the methyl group of Ala (Fig. 9A).

The current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) in ZACSer128-, ZACVal128- ZACIle128- and 

ZACPhe128-expressing oocytes were all significantly smaller than those elicited through 

ZACThr128 (Fig. 9B). The average I10mM Zn2+ values determined at ZACSer128 and 

ZACVal128 were 5.7- and 7.4-fold lower than that at ZACThr128 and 5.8- and 4.5-fold higher 

than that at ZACAla128, respectively, and thus constituted intermediates of the current 

amplitudes evoked through the WT and variant receptor (Fig. 9B, left). The concentration-

response relationship exhibited by Zn2+ at ZACSer128 and ZACVal128 did not differ 

substantially from those at ZACThr128 (Fig. 9B, right). In contrast, the I10mM Zn2+ values 

obtained at ZACIle128- and ZACPhe128-oocytes were 14- and 26-fold lower than that at 

ZACThr128-oocytes, respectively, and did not differ substantially from the values observed 

for ZACAla128 (Fig. 9B, left). Zn2+- evoked current amplitudes through these two ZAC 

mutants were so minute that the concentration-response relationship for the metal ion could 

not be reliably determined, but the currents evoked by 1, 3 and 10 mM Zn2+ in oocytes 

expressing the two mutants were significantly higher than those in uninjected oocytes (Fig. 

9B). Analogously to the pattern observed for Zn2+, the average H+ (pH 4.0)-induced current 

amplitudes in ZACSer128-, ZACVal128- and ZACPhe128-expressing oocytes were 3.6-, 6.1- 

and 12-fold lower than that through ZACThr128, respectively (Fig. 9C).

All in all, the structure-activity relationship observed between the different side-chains of the 

various residues introduced in position 128 and their impact on the Zn2+- and H+-evoked 

current amplitudes evoked through ZAC made intuitively sense. While substitution of the 1-

hydroxyethyl group of Thr for the much smaller methyl group (Ala) or for a very different 

aromatic group (Phe) was detrimental for the current response size, replacement of the 1-

hydroxyethyl group with the structurally more similar hydromethyl (Ser) or isopropyl (Val) 

groups had a smaller impact on the current amplitudes, with introduction of additional 

aliphatic bulk in this position in the form of an isobutyl group (Ile) reduced the agonist-

induced response size further (Fig. 9A–C). With that said, the substantially bigger current 

amplitudes evoked through ZACThr128 than through ZACSer128 and ZACVal128 also 

emphasised the apparent strict requirements to the composition of the side chain for ZAC 

functionality, with 1-hydroxyethyl being superior to even close structurally related groups.

4. Discussion

In this, the first study of ZAC expressed in Xenopus oocytes by TEVC electrophysiology, 

we have characterised and compared the functional properties of WT ZAC (ZACThr128) and 

its high-frequency variant ZACAla128. The work provides an in-depth insight into the 

pharmacological properties and the signalling characteristics of this atypical CLR and 

identifies a potentially considerable source of inter-individual variation when it comes to 

ZAC functions in vivo.
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4.1. Functional properties of ZAC signalling

The pharmacological properties exhibited by Zn2+, H+ and TC at WT ZAC as well as the 

signalling characteristics displayed by the channel in this study were all in all in good 

agreement with those observed in previous patch-clamp studies of the receptor in 

mammalian cells [13, 15]. Also when expressed in oocytes, ZAC exhibited significant levels 

of spontaneous activity, the agonist-evoked ZAC currents were easily reconcilable with a 

channel characterised by slow activation kinetics and by slow and minute degrees of 

desensitisation, and the I-V relationships of both spontaneous and agonist-induced ZAC 

currents were very characteristic for those of a Na+/K+-conducting channel (Figs. 3 and 4). 

TEVC recordings from oocytes proved to be a very robust assay for ZAC signalling, and in 

general data extracted from the recordings were very consistent, the one notable exception 

being the “low-potency” and “high-potency” H+ concentration-response relationships (Fig. 

3B). As outlined in Results, both of these proton-evoked responses were clearly mediated 

through ZAC, and the variability in H+ potency seemed to be rooted in oocyte batch-to-batch 

variation as several other possible contributing factors were ruled out. Since no pronounced 

differences were observed between ZAC-oocytes exhibiting “high-potency” and “low-

potency” H+-profiles, be it ZAC expression levels (assessed by current amplitudes), oocyte 

quality or other factors, we can not explain this variability. However, it was addressed by 

including WT ZAC (ZACThr128) as reference in all recordings performed in this work.

4.2. Impact of the Thr128Ala variation on ZAC functionality

The remarkably different current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ and H+ in ZACThr128- and 

ZACAla128-oocytes were observed consistently in experiments performed over a 

considerable time period using different batches of oocytes, different cRNA preparations for 

both subunits, and different oocyte rigs (Fig. 5A–C). These distinct functionalities were 

observed in recordings for up to 6 days following ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 cRNA 

injections in the oocytes and even in comparisons between oocytes injected with 

substantially higher quantities of ZACAla128 cRNA than ZACThr128 cRNA (Figs. 2D and 

5C,D). Thus, the differential functional expression of the two receptors does not seem to be 

rooted in different time courses for processes involved in the cell surface expression of them, 

and the consistency of agonist-evoked current amplitudes recorded from ZACAla128-oocytes 

during different experimental conditions also strongly suggests that the minute functional 

expression of the variant ZAC compared to the WT receptor is a general characteristic, at 

least for recombinant ZAC in the oocyte expression system. The apparent importance of the 

identity of residue 128 for ZAC expression/functionality is also strongly supported by the 

substantially reduced agonist-induced current amplitudes evoked through four other 

ZACThr128X mutants compared to ZACThr128 (Fig. 9). In contrast to this difference in 

current amplitudes, the pharmacological properties and signalling characteristics exhibited 

by WT ZAC and its high-frequency variant were very comparable. Rather than being a 

reflection of a real difference between ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 properties, we ascribe the 

apparent lack of spontaneous activity in ZACAla128-oocytes to the overall reduced 

expression/functionality of the variant receptor as this most likely means that the fraction of 

the total response window constituted by the spontaneous activity is below the levels of 

detection. Importantly, the insignificant levels of spontaneous activity in ZACAla128-oocytes 

also demonstrate that the Thr128Ala substitution has not skewed the equilibrium between the 
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resting and active ZAC conformations markedly towards the latter. Thus, the minute agonist-

induced current amplitudes evoked through ZACAla128 compared to ZACThr128 are not a 

manifestation of constitutive activity of the variant receptor making up a much higher 

fraction of an otherwise comparable total response window compared to the WT receptor.

The difference between the WT and variant ZAC current amplitudes in the oocytes could 

have several origins. Since both ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 currents are characterised by 

very low degrees of desensitisation (or channel block) even at high agonist concentrations, 

the recorded whole-cell current amplitudes in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes are 

determined by channel conductance (γ) and open state probability (Po) and by the number of 

channels in the oocyte plasma membrane (N) [45,46]. In light of the very similar 

pharmacological properties exhibited by Zn2+ and H+ at ZACThr128 and ZACAla128, any 

reduction in the channel conductance and/or open probability of ZAC brought on by the 

Thr128Ala variation would have to be completely isolated from the ability of these agonist to 

bind to and gate the channel. As for a putative expression-based contribution to the observed 

difference, the Thr128Ala substitution could certainly be envisioned to affect one of the many 

processes underlying the expression of ZAC complexes in the plasma membrane. The 

almost indistinguishable expression properties displayed by ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 in 

tsA201 cells (Fig. 8B) strongly suggest that the two subunits also could be expressed at 

comparable levels in the oocytes, especially in light of the high protein expression capability 

of this expression system. On the other hand, the mammalian tsA201 cell could possibly 

express co-factors facilitating optimal expression of both ZAC subunits that are not present 

in the oocyte. While the ELISA data taken at face value thus indicate that the different 

current amplitudes evoked in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes arise from distinct channel 

conductance and/or open probability properties of the two channels, we can not completely 

rule out that expression differences between the WT and variant ZAC subunits in the oocytes 

could contribute as well.

Any interpretation of the insignificant effect that the concomitant presence of ZACAla128 has 

on agonist-induced current amplitudes in ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes compared to those 

in the ZACThr128-oocyte controls in the co-expression experiments (Fig. 7) will inevitably be 

linked to the possible origins of the differential current amplitudes exhibited by homomeric 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128. In one scenario, the co-expression data would be reconcilable 

with reduced oocyte surface expression of ZACAla128 compared to ZACThr128, since the 

whole-cell current amplitudes in ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes in this scenario pre-

dominantly would be evoked through ZACThr128 complexes. In this connection, it should 

noted that the co-expression of ZACAla128 in the ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes does not 

seem to retain ZACThr128 inside the cell, a finding mirrored by the co-expression results 

from the ELISA experiments in tsA201 cells (Fig. 8B). Interestingly, co-

immunoprecipitation of recombinant ZAC from HEK293 cells (Fig. 8C) suggests that the 

presence of Thr or Ala in position 128 in the ZAC subunit has no impact on its ability to 

assemble into pentameric complexes, as the formation of “heteromeric” ZACThr128/

ZACAla128 complexes does not seem to be disfavoured compared to homomeric ZACThr128 

and homomeric ZACAla128 receptors. In this “expression-based” scenario, the very similar 

current amplitudes evoked by agonists in ZACThr128-and ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes 

would thus have to arise from different total expression levels of the two subunits in the 
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oocyte, and not from the ZACAla128 protein being somehow impaired in its trafficking to the 

cell surface compared to ZACThr128.

In another scenario, homomeric WT and variant ZAC are expressed at the oocyte surface at 

comparable levels, and the different current amplitudes recorded from ZACThr128-and 

ZACAla128-oocytes are thus pre-dominantly arising from their respective channel properties. 

Considering the apparent efficient co-assembly of WT and variant ZAC subunits (Fig. 8C), 

this scenario would entail ZACThr128:ZACAla128-injected oocytes to express highly 

heterogenous receptor populations comprised by homomeric ZACThr128, homomeric 

ZACAla128 and various stoichiometries of mixed ZACThr128/ZACAla128 complexes (Fig. 

7A), the relative fractions of these being determined by the injected cRNA ratios. The 

comparable agonist-evoked current amplitudes recorded in ZACThr128:ZACAla128-oocytes 

and their control ZACThr128-oocytes could indicate that the incorporation of one or more 

ZACAla128 subunits together with ZACThr128 subunits ZACThr128/ZACAla128 pentamers does 

not confer substantially reduced functionality compared to the ZACThr128 homomer. In other 

words, the absence of a dominant negative effect of ZACAla128 on the ZAC functionality in 

these oocytes could be interpreted to reflect that presence of ZACThr128 in these mixed 

complexes is sufficient to alleviate or lessen whatever impairment that the Ala128 residue 

imprints on the channel properties of the homomeric ZACAla128 complex.

4.3. Molecular basis for the importance of residue 128 for ZAC functionality

The structure-activity relationship information extractable from the agonist-evoked current 

responses through ZACThr128, ZACAla128 and four additional ZACThr128X mutants points to 

the structural requirements to the side chain of residue 128 for optimal ZAC functionality 

being very strict. Replacement of the 1-hydroxyethyl moiety of Thr128 with very different 

side chains yielded very functionally compromised mutants (ZACAla128 and ZACPhe128), 

whereas the current amplitudes elicited through mutants comprising residues much more 

similar to Thr in position 128 (Ser, Val, Ile) were significantly higher, albeit still markedly 

lower than those evoked through ZACThr128 (Fig. 9). Not having studied other ZACThr128X 

mutants, we cannot claim that a Thr residue with its branched, polar/uncharged and 

hydrophilic side chain in this position represents the global optimum for ZAC functionality 

amongst the canonical amino acids. However, the detrimental effects of the conservative 

Thr128Ser and Thr128Val substitutions on ZAC functionality are striking and suggest that the 

superiority of the 1-hydroxyethyl side chain in this position is rooted in its branched nature 

and/or its β-methyl group (Thr vs. Ser) as well as in its hydroxy group (Thr vs. Val). The 

further reduction in functionality observed for ZACIle128 suggests that there is limited space 

for additional bulk in this position, even when it is added onto the β-branched side-chain 

scaffold (Val vs. Ile).

Deeper interpretation of the molecular basis for the importance of residue 128 would 

obviously benefit greatly from greater insight into the specific ZAC properties affected by 

the mutations of it. Even though the ELISA data from the tsA201 cells strongly suggests 

otherwise (Fig. 8B), the impact of Thr128 substitutions on the recorded ZAC responses could 

still be rooted in reduced cell surface expression of the variant/mutant receptors in the 

oocytes. While it seems unlikely that the lower current amplitudes recorded from all five 
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ZACThr128X mutants could arise from reduced cRNA translation and lower total expression 

levels of the variant/mutant proteins in the oocytes, it is certainly plausible that the presence 

of 1-hydroxyethyl group as side-chain in position 128 could be important for the efficacy of 

processes in maturation and folding, post-translation modifications and/or the trafficking and 

the insertion of the ZAC protein in the plasma membrane. Conversely, substitutions of a 

residue in the β6′ segment of the ZAC ECD could also be envisioned to impact the channel 

characteristics of the receptor. This short β-sheet segment links the “loop E” and the Cys-

loop known to be involved in the agonist binding to and the ECD/TMD crosstalk during the 

signal transduction through the classical CLR, respectively [2–4,8,11], and structural 

changes in this segment could certainly be envisioned to destabilise the β-sheet structure and 

induce a local structural change or to disrupt molecular interactions between residues in β6′ 
and in the two β4-β5 loop segments in its proximity (Fig. 1B). In support of the latter 

hypothesis, a study of the α7 nAChR has proposed that interactions between two residues in 

β6′ (corresponding to Thr129 and Glu130 in ZAC) and three residues in β4-β5 are involved 

in the coupling of agonist binding to gating of this receptor [47]. Although it still is 

unknown to which extent the mechanisms underlying agonist-evoked ZAC signalling 

resemble those for the classical CLR, it is tempting to speculate that residue 128 in β6′ of 

ZAC analogously could form intra-molecular or inter-molecular interactions of similar 

importance for channel properties such as open probability.

The importance of Thr128 for ZAC functionality seems to be supported by its evolutionary 

conservation across species, the degree of which exceeds the conservation of the vast 

majority of residues in the ZAC protein. A NCBI BLAST search finds the Thr residue to be 

completely conserved in all mammalian ZAC sequences published to date (from > 100 

species). Interestingly, the conservation of this residue in ZAC across species also seems to 

extend to the classical human CLRs, with all but one of 19 GABAAR and 4 GlyR subunits 

comprising Thr (β GlyR: Ser), 14 of 16 nAChR subunits comprising Ile (β3/α5: Ser/Asn), 

and the two major 5-HT3R subunits 5-HT3A and 5-HT3B comprising Gln (5-HT3C/5-

HT3E: Arg/Lys) residues in the corresponding position. While the identity of this residue 

thus differs between the CLRs, its pronounced conservation across the members of each 

subfamily indicates that the physico-chemical properties of its side-chain also could be of 

functional importance for the classical CLRs, but this has to our knowledge not been 

investigated.

4.4. Putative impact of the Thr128Ala variation on ZAC physiology

The remarkable high frequencies of this ZACN SNP in all ethnic groups investigated to date 

make it a potentially major contributor to inter-individual variation in ZAC-mediated 

functions. To our knowledge, there are presently no published association studies linking the 

Thr128Ala variation in ZAC to any diseases or phenotypic traits, which could be a reflection 

of many things.

It is obviously important to exercise a healthy amount of caution when speculating about the 

putative implications of the SNP for ZAC physiology based on the observed impact of the 

Thr128Ala variation on receptor functionality in the oocyte expression system. One aspect of 

this is whether and to which extent the dramatic difference in current amplitudes recorded 
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from ZACThr128-and ZACAla128-oocytes translates into a similar difference in the current 

responses mediated by the native WT and variant receptors. Even though the functional 

characteristics exhibited by a channel in a heterologous expression system may not be 

mirrored completely by it in vivo, robust differences in the inherent channel characteristics 

such as conductance and open probability of the two recombinant receptors would most 

likely also apply for their native counterparts. If, on the other hand, the distinct current 

amplitudes recorded from ZACThr128-and ZACAla128-oocytes mainly are based in 

differential receptor expression, the presence of endogenous co-factors or helper proteins in 
vivo could possibly aid in processes underlying this with more comparable cell surface 

expression levels of the two receptors and a diminished impact of the variation in vivo as the 

result.

The putative in vivo effects arising from this ZACN SNP will inevitably depend on the 

specific physiological functions governed by ZAC and on the possible existence of 

compensatory mechanisms counteracting the impact of the Thr128Ala variation in the 

receptor. Considering how poorly elucidated the physiological functions governed by ZAC 

presently are, it is difficult to predict which phenotypic traits or abnormalities that 

homozygous or heterozygous carriers of the c.454G allele potentially could exhibit. 

However, when pondering about the possible manifestation of this variation in vivo, it is 

interesting to note the existence of another high-frequency SNP in ZACN [c.841C>T, SNP 

in exon 7, rs1043149, chr17:76081716, GRCh38.p12] that has been identified in allele 

frequencies in the 0.10–0.20 range in a range of ethnicities in most studies (NCBI dbSNP, 

build 154, rs1043149 [29]) This SNP encodes for the Gln257Ter variation (Gln281Ter in the 

precursor protein) and thus yields a ZAC protein truncated at a position at the end of 

transmembrane α-helix M2, which is bound to be completely non-functional. The fact that 

no disorders or pronounced phenotypic traits so far have been linked to homozygous c.841T 

allele carriers, which effectively can be considered human ZAC knockouts, indicates that the 

in vivo implications of genetic disruption of ZAC signalling, if any, may be subtle. While 

this also would be expected to apply for the rs2257020 variation, both of these SNPs could 

still be envisioned give rise to distinct phenotypes within specific physiological domains. 

Thus, the findings in this study calls for future association studies in search for a phenotype 

for the rs2257020 SNP, which in addition to elucidating whether the dramatic impact of the 

Thr128Ala variation on recombinant ZAC functionality translates into phenotypic traits also 

could shed light on the putative physiological roles governed by this CLR.
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CLR Cys-loop receptor

ECD extracellular domain

ELISA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

GABA γ-aminobutyric acid

GABAAR GABAA receptor

GlyR glycine receptor

HA hemagglutinin

I-V current-voltage

nAChR nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
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TEVC two-electrode voltage clamp
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Fig. 1. The single nucleotide polymorphism c.454G>A in ZACN (rs2257020) and the resulting 
non-synonymous variation Thr128Ala in ZAC.
A. Alignments of the nucleotide sequence segments of the c.454A and c.454G alleles of 

ZACN (top) comprising the variation and of the amino acid sequence segments of the 

ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 proteins comprising the resulting Thr128Ala variation (bottom). 

The loop E and β6′ segments and part of the Cys-loop segment in ZAC are indicated. The 

c.454G>A SNP is given in bold, and the ACC and GCC codons encoding for Thr128 and 

Ala128 in ZAC, respectively, are boxed. B. Localisation of residue 128 (shown as Thr128) in 

a homology model of ZAC based on the cryo-EM structure of murine 5-HT3AR (PDB ID: 

6HIN). Left: Two neighbouring subunits in the pentameric ZAC complex. The two Thr128 

residues are shown in light-green stick, and the loop E, β6′ and Cys-loop segments are given 

in red, dark green and yellow, respectively. The β4-β5 loops are given in blue (dark-blue in 

the left subunit and light-blue in the right subunit). Right, top: A zoom in on Thr128 and its 

proximity in ZAC. Right, bottom: The ZAC complex viewed from an extracellular 

perspective with the Thr128 residues given in green spheres. C. Allele frequencies of the 

SNP c.454G>A in ZACN in various ethnic populations. The frequencies of the c.454A and 

c.454G alleles (encoding for ZACThr128 and ZACAla128, respectively) are represented by 

white and black in the bars, respectively. The sample sizes of the respective ethnic 

populations are given above each bar, and a line marker indicates the allele frequency 0.50. 

The data are from the Allele Frequency Aggregator (ALFA) Project (release version 

20200227123210), the 1000 Genomes Project phase3 release V3 + (1000Genomes), the 

Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) v0.3, and the Genome Aggregation Database 

(gnomAD - Exomes) and have been extracted from NCBI dbSNP (build 154, rs2257020) 

[29], where additional reports of allele frequencies for the SNP also can be found. D. 
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Expected frequencies of the homozygous c.454A/c.454A (ZACThr128/ZACThr128), 

homozygous c.454G/c.454G (ZACAla128/ZACAla128) and heterozygous c.454A/c.454G 

(ZACThr128/ZACAla128) genotypes in different ethnic populations. The expected genotype 

frequencies were calculated from the selected allele frequency data for the SNP c.454G>A 

in ZACN (rs2257020) presented in Fig. 1C using the Punnett square under the assumption of 

the Hardy-Weinberg theorem of Mendelian genetics in the context of populations of diploid, 

sexually reproducing individuals.
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Fig. 2. Zn2+-, H+- and Cu2+-evoked currents in oocytes injected with WT ZAC (ZACThr128) 
cRNA and in uninjected oocytes.
A. Representative traces for Zn2+ (10 mM)-evoked currents (top) and averaged Zn2+-evoked 

current amplitudes recorded from ZAC-expressing and uninjected oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., 

n = 8) (bottom). B. Representative traces for H+ (pH 3.5)-evoked currents (top) and averaged 

H+-evoked current amplitudes in ZAC-expressing and uninjected oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., n 

= 6–7) (bottom, left). Inhibition of H+ (pH 4.5)-evoked currents in ZAC-expressing and 

uninjected oocytes by 100 μM tubocurarine (mean ± S.E.M, n = 5–7) (bottom, right). C. 

Representative traces for Cu2+ (1 mM)-evoked currents in ZAC-expressing and uninjected 

oocytes. D. Functional expression of ZAC in the oocytes over time. Zn2+(10 mM)-evoked 

current amplitudes recorded from ZAC-expressing oocytes in the six days following 

injection of 1.84 ng cRNA into the oocytes. The specific time intervals between the cRNA 

injection and the recordings on Days 1–6 are indicated in parentheses. The recordings were 

performed on two batches of ZAC-injected oocytes, and averaged data are given as means ± 

S.E.M., n = 10–18).
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Fig. 3. Functional properties displayed by Zn2+ and H+ at WT ZAC (ZACThr128) expressed in 
oocytes.
A. Agonist properties of Zn2+. Representative traces for Zn2+-evoked currents (left) and 

averaged concentration-response relationship displayed by Zn2+ at ZAC (means ± S.E.M., n 

= 6) (right). B. Agonist properties of H+. Representative traces for H+-evoked currents (left) 
and averaged “low-potency” and “high-potency” concentration-response relationships 

displayed by H+ at ZAC (right) (means ± S.E.M., n = 6–7) (right). The “low-potency” and 

“high-potency” data are normalised to the IpH 3.5 value and to the fitted Imax value, 

respectively. C. Representative traces for currents evoked by prolonged applications of Zn2+ 

(1 mM) and H+ (pH 4.5) at ZAC. D. Current-voltage (IV) relationship of Zn2+-evoked 

currents through ZAC. Representative traces for currents evoked by prolonged application of 

Zn2+ (1 mM) at different holding potentials (left) and averaged IV relationship exhibited by 

Zn2+ (1 mM) at ZAC (right). Current amplitudes are plotted against clamped holding 

potentials, and data are given as leak-subtracted average current amplitudes normalised to 

the amplitude of currents recorded at − 60 mV (mean ± S.E.M., n = 6).
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Fig. 4. Antagonist properties displayed by tubocurarine (TC) and the spontaneous activity 
exhibited by WT ZAC (ZACThr128) expressed in oocytes.
A. TC-mediated inhibition of Zn2+-evoked ZAC signalling. Representative traces of Zn2+ (1 

mM)-evoked currents in ZAC-expressing oocytes in the absence and presence of increasing 

concentrations of TC (left) and averaged concentration-inhibition relationship for TC at 

ZAC (means ± S.E.M., n = 8) (right). B. Investigation of the mode of antagonism exerted by 

TC at Zn2+-evoked ZAC signalling. Left: Representative traces for Zn2+-evoked currents 

through ZAC in the presence of 30 μM TC. Right: Averaged concentration-response 

relationships displayed by Zn2+ at ZAC in the absence and in the presence of TC (1–30 μM). 

Data are normalised to the current evoked by 10 mM Zn2+ in the absence of TC (I10mM Zn2+) 

in the oocyte (means ± S.E.M., n = 5–8). C. TC-mediated inhibition of the spontaneous 

activity of ZAC. Representative traces of the effects of increasing concentrations of TC on 

the leak current in ZAC-expressing oocytes (left) and averaged concentration-inhibition 

relationship for TC at the spontaneous ZAC currents in the oocytes (right) (means ± S.E.M., 
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n = 6). D. Current-voltage (IV) relationship of currents evoked by the TC-mediated block of 

the spontaneous ZAC activity. Representative traces for currents evoked by prolonged 

application of TC (100 μM) at different holding potentials (left), and the averaged IV 

relationship exhibited by TC (100 μM) at ZAC (right). Current amplitudes are plotted 

against clamped holding potentials, and data are given as leak-subtracted average current 

amplitudes normalised to the amplitude of currents recorded at − 60 mV (mean ± S.E.M., n 

= 6).
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Fig. 5. Functional properties displayed by Zn2+ and H+ at ZACAla128 expressed in oocytes.
A. Representative traces for the current responses evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) and H+ (pH 4.0) 

in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-expressing oocytes (injected with 1.84 ng cRNA) and in 

uninjected oocytes. B. Left: Averaged current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ (1 mM) and H+ 

(pH 4.0) in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-expressing oocytes (injected with 1.84 ng cRNA) 

and in uninjected oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., n = 4–7). Right: Averaged data for the inhibition 

of Zn2+ (10 mM)-evoked currents in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-expressing oocytes 

mediated by TC (100 μM) (mean ± S.E.M., n = 4–6) (right). C. Functional expression of 

ZACAla128 in the oocytes over time. Left: Zn2+(10 mM)-evoked current amplitudes recorded 

from ZACAla128-expressing oocytes in 6 days following injection of 1.84 ng cRNA into the 

oocytes. The specific time intervals between the cRNA injection and the recordings on Days 

1–6 are indicated in parentheses. The recordings were performed on two batches of ZAC-

injected oocytes, and averaged data are given as means ± S.E.M., n = 13–17). Right: The 
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averaged data for ZACAla128 are given together with the averaged data for ZACThr128 (also 

shown in Fig. 2D) for comparison. The ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 data were obtained in 

parallel recordings using the same two oocyte batches. D. Left: Relationship between cRNA 

quantities injected and the averaged current amplitudes evoked by 10 mM Zn2+ (I10mM Zn2+) 

in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-expressing oocytes and in uninjected oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., 

n = 6–12). Right: Zn2+ (10 mM)-evoked current amplitudes in oocytes injected with 1.84 ng 

ZACThr128 cRNA or with 1.84 ng or 42.2 ng ZACAla128 cRNA. The averaged data are given 

as means ± S.E. M., n = 10–18). The data for ZACThr128 (1.84 ng) and ZACAla128 (1.84 ng) 

are the data also shown in Figs. 2D and 5C, respectively, and the data for ZACAla128 (42.2 

ng) were obtained in parallel in recordings 2 days after cRNA injection using the same two 

oocyte batches.
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Fig. 6. Agonist pharmacology displayed by Zn2+ and H+ at ZACAla128 expressed in oocytes
A. Agonist properties displayed by Zn2+ at ZACAla128. Representative traces for Zn2+-

evoked currents in ZACAla128-expressing oocytes (left) and averaged concentration-

relationships for Zn2+ at ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 (means ± S.E.M., n = 7–8) (right). B. 

Agonist properties displayed by H+ at ZACAla128. Representative traces for H+-evoked 

currents in ZACAla128-expressing oocytes (left) and averaged concentration-relationships for 

H+ at ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 (means ± S.E.M., n = 6) (right).
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Fig. 7. Functional properties displayed by the receptors formed in Xenopus oocytes co-expressing 
ZACThr128 and ZACAla128.
A. All putative combinations of ZAC pentamers that potentially can be assembled in oocytes 

co-expressing ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 subunits. B,C. Averaged current amplitudes evoked 

by Zn2+ (10 mM) (B) and H+ (pH 4.0) (C) in ZACThr128- and ZACAla128-oocytes (injected 

with 1.84 ng cRNA), in oocytes injected with ZACThr128:ZACAla128 cRNA ratios of 1:1, 1:3 

and 3:1 (0.92:0.92 ng, 0.46:1.38 ng, 1.38:0.46 ng, respectively), and in the control oocytes 

injected with the corresponding ZACThr128 cRNA quantities (0.92 ng, 0.46 ng, 1.38 ng) 

(mean ± S.E.M., n = 7–12). Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA 

followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Statistical values for the comparisons of 

Zn2+ (10 mM)-evoked current amplitudes: 1:1 ratio: P = 0.8355, 1:3 ratio: P = 0.8990, 3:1 
ratio: P = 0.9975, F(7,63) = 18.71. Statistical values for the comparisons of H+ (pH 4.0)-

evoked current amplitudes: 1:1 ratio: P = 0.8657, 1:3 ratio: P = 0.8373, 3:1 ratio: P = 0.3657, 

F(7,47) = 24.49. n.s. indicates non-significant difference (P > 0.05).
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Fig. 8. Expression properties of ZACThr128 and ZACAla128 in tsA201 and HEK293 cells.
A. Functional properties of HA-ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 expressed in oocytes injected 

with 1.84 ng cRNA of both subunits. Left: Averaged current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ (10 

mM) in ZACThr128-, ZACAla128-, HA-ZACThr128- and HA-ZACAla128-expressing oocytes 

(mean ± S.E.M., n = 4–8). Middle: Averaged concentration-response relationships displayed 

by Zn2+ at HA-ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 (means ± S.E.M., n = 6–8). Right: Averaged 

current amplitudes evoked by H+ (pH 4.0) in HA-ZACThr128- and HA-ZACAla128-expressing 

oocytes (means ± S.E.M., n = 6–8). B. Total and cell surface expression levels of HA-

ZACThr128 and HA-ZACAla128 transiently expressed in tsA201 cells in the ELISA 

experiments. All transfections used a total of 4 μg cDNA (all in the pCIneo vector) per 6-cm 

dish, where the quantities of specific cDNAs indicated in the figure were supplemented with 

“empty” pCIneo up to 4 μg. Total and cell surface expression was determined in 

permeabilized (Triton-X-treated) and non-permeabilized cells, respectively. Data (in %, 
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normalised to the absorbance for the reference “HA-ZACThr128 (4.0)”-transfected cells) are 

given as mean ± S.E.M. and are based on a total of three experiments (n = 3). A line marker 

indicates the 100% level. C. Co-immunoprecipitation of ZACThr128 and ZACAla128. 

HEK293 cells were transfected with myc-ZACThr128 alone, myc-ZACThr128/HA-ZACThr128, 

myc-ZACThr128/HA-ZACAla128, or myc-ZACAla128/HA-ZACAla128. ZAC proteins were 

immunoprecipitated using myc-beads. Lysates and immunoprecipitated samples were 

resolved by SDS-PAGE. The myc-, HA- and actin-expression levels were measured by 

immunoblot.
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Fig. 9. Functional properties displayed by Zn2+ and H+ at ZACSer128, ZACVal128, ZACIle128 

and ZACPhe128 mutants expressed in oocytes.
A. The chemical structures of the side chains of the Thr, Ala, Ser, Val, Ile and Phe residues 

and representative traces for the current responses evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) in ZACThr128-, 

ZACAla128-, ZACSer128-, ZACVal128-, ZACIle128- and ZACPhe128-expressing oocytes. B. 

Averaged current amplitudes evoked by Zn2+ (10 mM) in ZACThr128-, ZACAla128-, 

ZACSer128-, ZACVal128, ZACIle128- and ZACPhe128-expressing oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., n = 

5–8) (left), and averaged concentration-relationships displayed by Zn2+ at ZACThr128, 

ZACSer128 and ZACVal128 (means ± S.E.M., n = 5–8) (right). C. Averaged current 

amplitudes evoked by H+ (pH 4.0) in ZACThr128-, ZACSer128-, ZACVal128, and ZACPhe128-

expressing oocytes (mean ± S.E.M., n = 6–8). A–C. All oocytes were injected with 1.84 ng 

cRNA of the respective ZAC subunits.
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